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A Midsummer
Night’s Dream

The productions showcased here at Sir Henry Floyd Grammar
School are always a delight, whether this is seen from the eyes
of the audience, as an actor or as a member of the technical
team. To be involved in the play is a huge honour.
At the start of September we had our technical team and acting company auditions for this
year’s production of A Midsummer Night’s Dream. With it being the first Shakespearean
play the school has ever performed, there were mixed feelings of curiosity, excitement and
anticipation. However, after the first few rehearsals both the acting company and production
team were enthusiastic and any apprehensive thoughts were squashed.
Playing a fairy on Oberon’s side and Tom Snout (a member of the ‘Mechanicals’) respectively,
we have both worked with students ranging from Year 7, who only joined the school this
September, all the way through to members of Year 13. Over the course of the past four
months, the dedication of the actors, tech team (and not to forget our two drama teachers,
Mrs Wooller and Mr Langley) have brought this wonderful production to life. On three
nights in December everyone’s hard work and long hours paid off as the company put on
marvellous performances seen by parents, students and staff, all of whom had glowing
reviews about the talented students and staff involved that made this Shakespearean classic a
play to remember!
Poppy Jackson, 10A and Emily McGill, 10M

Headteacher’s Update
Buildings
Our current building project has not got as
far as we would have hoped by this time. We
are estimating that all three parts of the
project will be complete by Easter. Internal
adaptations are always more complex to
manage than the construction of a complete
new building. We have been coping with
moving lessons from one room to another in
the Central Block, having a section of the
canteen boarded up, losing a corridor in the
Performing Arts building… students have
been remarkably co-operative through all the
disruption. It will all be worth it in the end!

Staffing changes
We are saying farewell to a number of staff
who left at the end of last term. Mrs Damoo
who has worked with us for many years in
different roles, latterly as Examinations
Officer retired. Our examinations systems
have been run very efficiently under her
leadership and we have received excellent
reports from inspectors who appear
unannounced in the exams season. Mrs
Boyce who has worked behind the scenes
recording all our half termly progress checks
and reports to parents has moved on to a
new job. Mrs Taylor who has taught PE and
psychology has taken up a new role in a
school in Oxfordshire. Mr Merrow-Smith has
taken a brave step and is now teaching at a
school in Kazakhstan. Through his work in
the biology department and on World
Challenge expeditions he has made his own
individual contribution to the school.
All these colleagues have served the school
well and we will miss them.

Mr Bryant
Mr Bryant deserves a whole paragraph to
himself. He is retiring after twelve years as
our Business Manager and has been at the
centre of a number of transformational
aspects of our development. He inherited
responsibility for a school site that was
shabby and dismal. He leaves it in far better
state than he found it. He has been at the
heart of bidding successfully for money for a
sports hall, the new drama studios, new
boilers, new flat roofs, the Glover and
Lawrence buildings, and the refurbishment of
a number of science labs – and more recently

extensions to the canteen and performing
arts building. He has also managed most of
these projects himself – keeping builders on
their toes and protecting the rest of the
school whilst the building has been taking
place.

classroom they immediately switch on to
learning – because they know that they will
be really well taught”

Throughout these years in a climate of
reduced funding from central government we
have managed to set and keep to a balanced
budget so that with few exceptions we have
been able to give students the first class
education that they deserve. Unusually for
school Business Managers Mr Bryant has
been very active in working with students,
regularly looking after lunchtime
arrangements and managing the bus queues.
His contribution to the school has been
immense. He will be a difficult act to follow!

The government has finally made good its
promise to fund schools equally across the
country. For a long time now the amount of
money that our school has been given for
each student has been lower than all but a
couple of dozen secondary schools in the
country. Any move to equalise funding was
bound to give us a favourable result. Initial
estimates suggest that our funding levels in
future will indeed be much better.

A New Headteacher
Most readers will have heard by now that Sir
Henry Floyd governors and Insignis trustees
have appointed Ms Cochrane as my
successor as Headteacher at Sir Henry Floyd
Grammar School – probably the best job in
the world! We attracted a strong field with a
mixture of backgrounds (some from state
schools, some from the independent sector)
and experience (some who were already
headteachers and some who were deputy
heads). Ms Cochrane was the strongest
candidate in a very strong field. We now have
some months to plan the transition. Ms
Cochrane has been very much at the heart of
the huge improvement in examination
results and popularity that we have seen in
recent years. We are both absolutely
determined that the school should continue
to improve. I will be closely linked to the
school through my role in Insignis Academy
Trust and Ms Cochrane will still have me as
her boss!

Reflections
As I was talking to candidates for the
Headteacher position I reflected upon what a
wonderful school we have. In particular I was
struck once again by the attitudes that our
students bring to their work. They are so
amazingly positive about their educational
experience.

School Funding

Exam results – top twenty in
South of England
The Sunday Times published a list ranking all
schools in the country on the basis of the
numbers of top grades gained by their
students at GCSE and A level (plus IB). We
were ranked 73rd in the country and 18th in
the South of England. Interestingly if our girls
made up a school on their own they would
have been 12th in the South of England (and
50th in the whole country).

Music and drama
Our performing arts staff produced two
excellent events at the end of last term – A
Midsummer Night’s Dream and our annual
Christmas celebration. Both were high quality
events that entertained audiences but more
importantly helped students to grow in
confidence as they developed their talent.
Both involved members of staff working well
beyond the call of duty.
Our students are very fortunate to have a
group of staff members who give so much to
the school that is way beyond the job they
are contracted to do.
Stephen Box
Headteacher

One candidate said “Students are sometimes
a bit boisterous in the corridors and
courtyards but the second they enter a

Investing In The Future

The Lawrence building is up and running, providing a fantastic facility for 6th form students and our
English department.
The fundraising to ensure the school is able to repay the £150,000 continues apace. We have set ourselves the target of raising £50,000 per
year to do that and to continue to invest in the refurbishment of the science labs and technology for your children. Please help us to meet the
target by doing one of the following:
£10 per month + Gift Aid
= £150 per year
+4 cups of coffee in the cafe per month

£1 per week during term time + Gift Aid
£100 one-off payment + Gift Aid

= £47.50 per year

= £125

1200 donations of £47.50 would exceed
our target of £50,000 per year

To donate please visit our website: www.sirhenryfloyd.bucks.sch.uk/fundraising or contact us at fundraising@sirhenryfloyd.co.uk

Heading
to the Semi-Finals

Autumn Results

In late November the Year 9 football team
played a quarter final County Cup game
against Ouesdale School from Milton
Keynes.

Date

It was a very physically demanding game but
resulted in a 4-1 win, with three goals from
Harry Hodges, 9S and one goal from Freddy
Watson, 9M. With a penalty given and
missed by the opposition, they were finally
able to slip one goal in but it was not
enough to compete with the strong
attacking force of our football team.

13

Overall, everyone playing put in a brilliant
performance. The team are looking forward
to playing the Semi-Final against John Colet
School in the spring term.
Jake Morely, 9M

The National Schools Competition is the
biggest schools competition in the netball
calendar and this year the county round
took place at Aylesbury High School on a
Saturday in November.
Two age groups, Under 14 and Under 16
took part in this fiercely fought competition,
putting in competitive performances. Both
teams were a mixture of two year groups,
giving some of the younger students a taste
of this level of competition - good
preparation for next year!
It was a very long and extremely wet day,
but the girls kept their spirits up and
competed at a good level. We are still
awaiting final placement results from the
organising school.
This was a good experience for the students
in order for them to get used to playing at
this level and hopefully give them the
confidence to do even better next year when
we hope to go onto the South Region stage.
Well done girls!

Event/ Fixture

Results

SEPTEMBER 2017
12

Tues

Y10 Rugby vs Cottesloe

W 28-24

14

Thurs

U15 SOS Netball Tournament

W 1st

18

19

20

Wed

Mon

Tues
Wed

21

Thurs

27

Wed

26

28

National Schools
Netball

Day

Tues

Thurs

1st VX National cup

Y11 CC FB vs Chalfonts

Y7 Rugby vs Sir Thomas Fremantle
Y8 Rugby vs Sir Thomas Fremantle
Y9 FB vs Chilton Hills
Senior FB Vs AGS

Y10 rugby Nat Cup

Y7 Rugby vs John Colet
Y8 Rugby vs John Colet
Senior FB vs Chalfonts

Y9 Rugby vs John Colet

Y11 & 9 Netball vs Cottesloe

L 40-24
W 6-2

W 40-30
W 30-25
W 10-2
L 4-2

L 31-19
L 20-0

W40-35
D 2-2

W 42-26

Y11 W23-5 Yr9 L 13-19

OCTOBER 2017
2

Mon

Y10 Rugby vs Akeley Wood School

L 45-5

5

Thurs

Y7 Football vs JC County Cup

L 3-0

3

9

10
11

12

Tues
Mon

Tues
Wed

Thurs

16

Mon

19

Thurs

18

31

Wed

Tues

Y8 Rugby vs Akeley Wood School
Y9 Netball vs STFM

Y10 Rugby vs Buckingham
Y10 Netball vs John Colet

1st XV Rugby vs Chesham
Y8 Rugby vs Buckingham

Y9 Rugby vs PR County Cup

Y10 Rugby vs Thorpe House
Senior FB vs Walton High

Yr7/8/9/10&11 Netball vs AHS
Y9 CC FB vs PR

Y10 Rugby vs Waddesdon

L30-25
W 17-9

W 42-24
W 39-12
L 48-5

W 25-10
W 33-19

CC W 36-12
W 3-1

Yr8 W 35-13 Yr9 L 17-22 Yr10 L 25-36
W 3-2

W 33-12

NOVEMBER 2017
1

Wed

Y9 Rugby vs Waddesdon

HWO

2

Thurs

Y8 Rugby vs Waddesdon

W 30-0

Mrs Selby, Faculty Leader PE
8

Wed

Apology

15

Wed

In reference to the article on page 4 of Floyd
Footnotes, September 2017, Zoe Kerr has
not been selected for the European team
and this was an error on the part of the
school. Please accept our sincere apologies.

22

Wed

29

Wed

27

Mon

Senior FB vs Hazeley

L 5-0

Y11 CC FB vs John Hampden

L 3-2 on pens

Y8 Rugby AGP

W 1st (W25-5 W15-10 W5-0)

Rugby vs RLS Y10

L 30-0

Rugby Y9 CC vs Chesham
Y8 Rugby AGP

U13 & U15 Badminton vs Cottesloe
Y8 Rugby AGP

U13 and U15 Badminton vs John Colet
Y8 Rugby vs John Colet

L 45-0

W (35-0 10-5 10-0)
W27-1

2nd at tournament W 3-2

W all Boys and U15 Girls U13 G Lost
W 45-15

DECEMBER 2017
4

6

Mon
Wed

U13 Basketball vs Mandeville
Y8 Rugby AGP

W 20-16

2nd at tournament W 2-1

	
  

Music to
Inspire

Musical Insight

On a Wednesday in October the Autumn Concert took place in
the school hall.This event encompassed a vast array of styles and
genres, ranging from acoustic numbers, such as a guitar duet by
Dane Yalung and Abhinand Shibu, to a chamber orchestra piece,
‘Sheep May Safely Graze’ by Bach, which was played beautifully by
the Senior Orchestra.
What was particularly impressive about the
evening was the number of solo and small
group performances, from both sixth form
and lower school students. This showed the
sheer amount of talent from across the year
groups, and saw to the development of the
student’s confidence in performing in front
of an audience. For instance, ‘Crossroads’
played by A-Level music students Ben
Hinge, Ben Kwan and Sam Battams-Scott,
involved imaginative and electrifying
improvised solos and fills. This group really
created a great energy with the audience,
and definitely added a loud, vibrant number
to the concert. By contrast, Liam Gesoff
played ‘Nocturne in C# minor’ by Chopin, a
much calmer piece, full of singing
melodious ideas, and to which Liam played
with such great emotion. As well as the
clarinet trio, a trumpet solo of ‘Funk’ by
Allen Vizzutti, and the very skilful playing by
Dane and Abhinand, the singing solos by
Dominic Elves, Jacob Cole and Nimi Amin
flowed out wonderfully above the rest of the
ensembles.
Equally, Jazz Band featured solos from many
members of the group. From the virtuosic
playing from the lead trombonist, Kieran
Ray, to colourful, intuitive solos on piano

and guitar. Jonathan Parapadakis played
fluently and expressively on saxophone, and
the group effectively captured the cheeky
and cheesy character of ‘Mambo No.5’.
Without a doubt all the choirs - Floyd
Acabellas, Floyd Macapella, Lower School
Choir and Senior Choir - brought together
talent from a number of students, in varying
styles to produce very full, impressive
performances. The concert involved a very
moving performance of ‘True Colours’ by
Acabellas, and a similarly powerful rendition
of ‘Nearer, My God, to Thee’ by Macapella.
Overall, the Senior Choir piece, ‘Baba Yetu’
with Mr Forshaw and Miss Bahra playing
percussion, truly inspired the audience with
the uplifting song of praise and brought
together all the students.
In summary, all of those involved in the
Senior Orchestra, Floyd Brass, Concert Band,
String Ensemble and all of the groups listed
above, played to the best of their abilities,
full of energy and enthusiasm, which
contributed to a very well-rounded,
polished performance and concert.
Madeleine Glover, 6H1

Recently, I was accepted onto a course
called Cambridge Music+, which is run by
the Cambridge University Faculty of
Music. The course is free of charge and
consists of six twilight sessions held at
the Southbank Centre in London. During
these sessions, we have a lecture on a
different topic each month by lecturers
from Cambridge University and other
guest lecturers.
The lectures are thought-provoking, and I
have found them to be extremely beneficial
in relation to the A Level course and my
overall knowledge of the subject. For
example, the most recent lecture we had
was on the subject of opera, and we had a
professional mezzo-soprano singer who
came to perform for us and give us tips on
performance. One of the set works we have
been studying as a part of the A Level music
course is an opera, and so a lot of the
information that we learnt I can apply to this.
On a more general level, having the
opportunity to be taught, lectured and learn
from experienced people, who know their
subject so well, has been really helpful and
inspiring. At the end of the course we will go
on a residential to Cambridge to get shown
around and experience what an average day
for a music student at Cambridge University
is like. I would really encourage any students
in Years 11-13 to apply for any courses like
this as they not only contribute to your
current learning, but challenge you, as well
as giving you a realistic insight into what
studying at a highly competitive university
would be like.
Rachel Fardon, 6C3

Drama Workshops and Theatre Productions
It has been a busy time in the Drama and
Theatre Department during the Autumn
Term, with GCSE, A-Level and IB
examinations to prepare for, rehearsals
for our production of A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, alongside a host of theatre
visits and workshops for students to get
involved in.
In September, GCSE and A-Level students
saw the breathtaking production of The
Curious Incident of the Dog in the NightTime at the Milton Keynes Theatre in
preparation for their live theatre review

exam. In November, A-Level students saw
Kneehigh’s ‘The Tin Drum’ at Shoreditch
Town Hall and the GCSE students are
preparing themselves for a terrifying visit to
‘The Woman in Black’ in January.
This term we were visited by ‘Splendid
Productions’ who delivered an in-depth
GCSE workshop on theatre practitioners. We
were delighted to welcome the
internationally acclaimed theatre company
‘Cheek by Jowl’ and professional actor
Orlando James, who delivered an inspiring
acting workshop following the completion of

a two year world tour of their latest
production.
During the Spring term, a range of exciting
opportunities will be launched for all
students, including the chance to attend
audition workshops for entrance into the
National Youth Theatre and a careers talk
from The Performance Preparation Academy,
a leading performing arts school.
Mr Langley, Head of Drama

Christmas
The Christmas Celebration this year was, once again, a great
success!
Promising a lively, festive spirit, it offered
thoughtfully selected, well-rehearsed
readings, carol singing and, as always,
fantastic music. There was a selection of
vocal numbers, including a marvellous
rendition of Handel’s Hallelujah Chorus
by a combined choir with teachers and
parents as well as students, an ambitious
version of God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen by
Floyd Macapella whilst the Floyd Acabellas
performed a stunning version of Jazzy
Bell Carols. The packed church was also
blown away by a series of instrumental
performances, featuring the String
Ensemble, the Concert Band and the everjolly Floyd Brass, as well as the Jazz Band,
performing a student arrangement, and a
sublime solo performance of Have Yourself
A Merry Little Christmas by Madeleine
Glover on the trumpet, accompanied by

our very own Mr Forshaw. There were also
a series of rousing readings from teachers
and students, organised and prepared by
Mrs Perrett, which were all eloquently read
and exquisitely chosen. The carol singing,
combined with the church’s splendid
acoustic and superb solos from Year 7’s
Ben Birkwood and Meggy Parsons, was truly
a wonderful spectacle. We are especially
grateful to Mr June and his technical crew,
and Miss Ksiazek and her team for all their
hard work making the event possible, as
well as, of course, Mr Forshaw, Miss Bahra
and the peripatetic instrumental staff for
producing the high calibre of music that
was on display. We look forward to another
successful occasion next year!
Liam Gesoff, 6S2

Talent Showcase

Early in November Year 11 Drama students showcased their devised performance pieces to
friends, family and each other, in preparation for their practical exam. The students created
some highly original pieces of politically inspired drama in the style of the great theatre
practitioner, Bertolt Brecht.
Working in groups of three to five students, this challenging task produced a great variety
of exciting drama, from hard-hitting, emotionally charged scenes to highly comedic
sequences. Students were then given feedback by their teachers and were able to make final
improvements to their work before the real exam. An entertaining and thought provoking
evening was had by all!
Mr Langley, Head of Drama

Dance Department News
The dance department has had a busy start
to the academic year. In October 2017 we
auditioned for our Rock Challenge 2018
team. We had the largest number of
auditions to date and have recruited our
biggest team, consisting of 100 dancers and
20 crew members. Rehearsals are well
underway and the sixth form team have
made an excellent start on the
choreography. We will be showcasing the
performance at The Wycombe Swan Theatre
on Tuesday 13th March 2018 and will be
competing in the Southern Premier Finals at
Portsmouth Guildhall on Saturday 28th April
2018. If anyone would like tickets, they can
be purchased through the school, details of
which have been emailed to all parents and
students. If anyone would like to sponsor
the event or help with creating costumes,
please contact me on: sdurose@shfgs.co.uk.

As well as Rock Challenge, we have had two
exciting workshops with professional
companies. Our year 11 GCSE students had
a fantastic workshop with Juka Dance where
they learnt the “Set Phrases” in preparation
for their exam, whilst our A level group had
a workshop with Motionhouse Dance
Company, learning some challenging
repertoire from “Scattered” by Kevin Finnan.
Mrs Burnitt has once again auditioned and
recruited for Brightlights our year 7 and 8
company and they have begun rehearsals for
their piece. The high standard of
performance produced by our youngest
students has been very impressive.
In curriculum time this term our year 8s
have been focusing on different types of
“World Dance”. We watched these pieces in
the final week of term and saw a fantastic

array of different styles, including Bollywood,
Capoeira, Gumboot and Irish dancing! The
diversity and standard was excellent and the
students fully embraced this topic.
Our GCSE and A level dancers have been
working hard to create their choreography
assessment pieces and there will be two
performances to showcase this work on the
following dates:
• Tuesday 6th February 2018 (A level and
extra-curricular)
• Thursday 8th February 2018 (GCSE and
extra curricular)
Details of how to order tickets for these
events will follow in the new year.
Mrs Durose, Assistsant Headteacher/
Dance Subject Leader

Imogen’s creativity
- Future Chef 2018

Winning Ways
For Engineers
Of Tomorrow
Following a week-long Hydrogen Hack
across the UK, two budding engineers
from Buckinghamshire and London were
delighted to lift the Arcola Cup for Best in
Show with their innovative creation.
Eight to 18-year olds were tasked with
using hydrogen fuel cells to re-engineer
everyday objects to do something new and
the innovative pair Chris Glazier (age 13)
and Joseph Ward (age 12) showed off their
engineering skill to create the Sententia
Ferula - a sensing cane for blind people
with an ultrasound sensor and audio and
vibration signals.
The budding engineers of tomorrow
decided to take part in the event in an
attempt to help tackle real world problems.
Chris’s father Ben commented, “We came
across the event on Facebook and were
inspired to go along and take part.
Opportunities like this don’t come along
every day and the boys genuinely felt they
could do something that would help to
tackle a real problem. Clearly they
succeeded and we couldn’t be prouder.”
Chris, who lives in Wendover and attends Sir
Henry Floyd Grammar School in Aylesbury,
added, “We were thinking of world problems
and we wanted to build something to help
blind people. Originally our idea was to
build a mobility scooter for blind people but
we thought that was a bit big for one week.
I learnt a lot this week, particularly about
electronics and coding and it was great fun
working with Joseph. The Arcola team and
mentors also taught us a lot about hydrogen
fuel cells.”
Other prize winners were Sarina Shah (age
11), Tejas Mengle (age 8) and Manes Mengle
(age 11) from Stanmore who invented a fire
truck with a filter that cleans dirty water to
make it drinkable who received the Best
Proof of Concept award. Their objective was
to create something that could be used
during a natural disaster.
The judges special prize was awarded to
James Dawson-Jones (age 12), Rio Mema
(age 8), Erissa Mema (age 13) and Tabitha
Smith (age 11) from Sheffield who created a
robot with a smiling face and expressions
that also goes to sleep. As well as being a

toy the objective was to create something
that could be used to help in genuine
disaster situations.
The grand final took place at Ravensbourne
College and was hosted by the Horizon’s
Kevin Fong. Arcola Energy’s Managing
Director Ben Todd comments, “Everyone at
Arcola has been delighted with the response
to the Hydrogen Hack. Over 100 young
people took part across the UK showing that
there is a real appetite to understand more
about how we can create a cleaner and
healthier future. We saw some incredibly
inventive and creative projects this week
and it has been a delight to see how
enthusiastic everyone taking part has been.
We have exciting expansion plans to make
this a global event and I’m really looking
forward to turning these plans into a
reality.”
Supported by some of the world’s global
technology giants including Toyota, Shell,
BOC and Anglo American, alongside
hydrogen fuel cell innovators Ballard, ITM
Power, Intelligent Energy, TCP, SymbioFcell
and Hydrogen London; the Arcola Energy
Hydrogen Hack is an extension of Arcola’s
long-running, not-for-profit STEM
education programme, which includes the
highly successful Schools Hydrogen
Challenge, which has already reached
25,000 children from Aberdeen to Abu
Dhabi.
The aim of the hack was to raise awareness
among young people of the benefits of
hydrogen fuel cell technology – set to
become a key, underpinning, low-carbon
energy technology across many industry
sectors and to inspire them into further
study and careers in engineering.
During this week-long event, approximately
100 young inventors put their creativity and
engineering skills to the test to hack
gadgets, appliances and toys to make them
move faster, longer or to take first steps as
an animate object. Events took place across
the country from Aberdeen to Guildford
culminating in the Grand Final on Saturday
26 August.
Chris Glazier, 9M

As the new specification for Food changes to
‘Food Preparation and Nutrition’ we leave
behind the technology focus and embrace
more food science and a challenge of
creating 3 complex dishes in 3 hours.
Students from year 7 to 10 were invited to
compete in the Future Chef Competition this
term and we had some amazing results. Ms
Cochrane and Mr Roberts were joined by
other staff to help judge the dishes where
their taste buds were tantalised and bellies
filled. The standard was amazing and it
made the judging truly difficult. However,
Adam Sansbury’s and Imogen Rayer’s were
the two dishes to be taken forward to the
local rounds of the National competition
held in the first week of December. Well
done to both students, especially as they
were cooking in an unfamiliar kitchen under
the pressure of the watchful eyes of multiple
critics.
Imogen impressed the professional chefs
with her dish and creative dessert and was
awarded with 2nd place which gives her the
opportunity to receive professional training
from a London restaurant chef. This will put
her in a strong position when competing in
the Regional rounds of Future Chef 2018!
We wish her much luck and look forward to
seeing her talent grow.
Mrs Malone, Food & Nutrition Teacher

Inspiring spice
and all things nice!
A busy two weeks for MistryChef at Sir Henry
Floyd Grammar school. Giving talks, quizzes,
demos & practicals to 180 Year 9 pupils.
Some interesting shapes were rolled and to
be honest, that didn’t matter, they had fun
trying! The main aim was to dispel the myth
that curries are hard to make and give the
students the confidence to possibly go on
and recreate dishes at home veering them
away from processed foods. A heartfelt
thanks to Mrs Malone for inviting me back
for a third year.
We are eternally grateful to Mrs Mistry for
her generosity and expertise. Her cookery
classes come highly recommended and we
wish her all the best with the growing
business. www.mistrychef.com
Mrs Malone, Food & Nutrition Teacher

Year 9 Careers - visit to the
British Standards Institute
BSI is the business standards company
that equips businesses with the
necessary solutions to turn standards of
best practice into habits of excellence.
They have 76 offices worldwide and serve
over 80,000 clients in 182 countries.
Established in 1901, BSI was the world’s
first National Standards Body and
currently works with business experts,
government bodies, trade associations
and consumer groups to capture best
practice and structure the knowledge all
organisations need to succeed.
On Tuesday 5th December, in partnership
with Bucks Skills Hub, seven of our year 9s
attended the Hemel Hempstead Centre of
Excellence Product Testing Laboratory,
where test engineers put various products
(from electrical, construction, medical and
environmental) through their paces to

ensure they measure up and are fit for
purpose.
The morning was spent listening to talks by
key members of the teams, from apprentices
to global managers, mapping how they
arrived at their current position, describing
their job roles and skill sets. Speakers
shared some of their top tips for success in
their working environment, such as: take
any opportunity you are given, it may differ
from the path you started on and lead in
new directions; learn what you can at every
opportunity as it becomes relevant later in
life, sometimes many years later; adapt to
your changing surroundings; challenge
yourself; and, university isn’t the only route
into companies such as BSI, as many will
offer further education training, including
degrees.

In the afternoon students were given a tour
of the laboratories and shown how the
company test doors and windows, helmets,
eye protection, fire extinguishers and copper
pipes to their destruction limits to ensure
standards are met. Finally students were
involved in a hacking task, which required
code breaking, maths skills and teamwork to
break into a safe containing a prize. Our
girls were pipped to the post by one other
team, but proved impressive competition
and were mature in the face of defeat. At
the end of the day BSI complimented our
students’ depth of knowledge and wealth of
questions, commenting on their “bright,
enquiring minds”. Particular congratulations
to Mojo Giwa 9W who was awarded with a
GCHQ puzzle book.
Miss Bahra, Head of Careers and Mrs
North, Science Technician

Maths in Action
Having noticed in the Student Bulletin that ‘The Training Partnership’ were offering subject-specific study days, I decided
to attend the ‘Maths in Action’ day course.This took place on the 15th of November at Warwick University, and I
thoroughly enjoyed the experience.
The day started off with an impressive
performance of a physics-themed coverversion of a well-known song, played on the
guitar by the first lecturer, Dr Mark Lewney.
The audience was greatly entertained by the
lyrics, which referenced several physicsrelated ideas such as Schrodinger’s cat and
Heisenberg’s Uncertainty Principle.
Dr Lewney’s lecture itself was equally
engaging, as he encouraged the audience to
explore the idea of whether maths is a
real-world concept or simply a human
construct. He used animation to explain how
slight tweaks in an algorithm can have
drastic effects on the appearance of the
pattern produced, and then surprised us all
by showing us that an algorithm called ‘Rule
30’ which generates a completely chaotic
triangle actually largely resembles the
pattern on a particular sea-creature’s shell,
suggesting that life is at least partially
governed by maths.
In light of World Antibiotic Awareness week,

the second lecture was by Sara Jabbari, a
mathematician who works closely with
biologists to model population growth. She
introduced us to differential equations,
demonstrating that estimates of rates can be
plugged into a computer to create graphs of
population over time in several interacting
communities (such as those of bacteria and
white blood cells). I was enthralled by this
topic, as Jabbari explained her current work
in modelling the populations of MRSA, which
is helping real biologists to produce the first
antibiotic to kill this resistant strain of
bacteria. Even with no background in
biology, mathematicians can help to cure
illnesses!
After the lunch-break, Simon Singh
fascinated everyone with the story of Andrew
Wiles. Wiles is a world-famous
mathematician who worked in secret for 7
years to solve Fermat’s last theorem: a
lengthy proof which many believed could
never be accomplished. The narration was
truly inspirational, as the audience imagined

the intense joy that could come from
achieving such an enormous breakthrough
in mathematics.
Chris Good’s and Tom Crawford’s lectures
were on ‘The Mathematics of Voting’ and
‘Maths vs Sport’ respectively. Both revealed
astonishing facts: Chris Good revealed the
proof that it is impossible for a vote between
3 or more parties to be otherwise fair
without the presence of a dictator, and
Crawford informed us that less effort is
required to row a certain distance along the
equator than in any other part of the world,
due to the rotation of the Earth.
Overall, I found the event to be fascinating
and informative, and I now know several
new real-world applications of maths, and
various industries where mathematicians
would be required. I would highly
recommend others to attend study days held
by ‘The Training Partnership’ in the future!
Lorne Hyde, 6W1

News from the
Library Ambassadors
Trip to the Quaker
Meeting House
Our trip to the Quaker Meeting House
was an insightful one. We went there to
help us obtain a deeper understanding of
the Quakers and acquire a new
perspective on how Quakers worship as a
part of our GCSE course. Originally, some
of us had thought that the Quakers were
just another Christian sect/denomination
that had slightly different views from
other Christians, but after this visit our
view of the Quakers completely changed.
We learned that there are Muslim, Jewish,
Agnostic and spiritual Quakers as well,
which came as a surprise as even though
some Quakers identify as Christians and
Quakerism is closely linked to
Christianity, they are accepting of people
who don’t identify as Christian but do
associate themselves with Quakerism.
We also asked a lot of questions about how
Quakers worship including their beliefs and
their practices. In particular their use of
silence and non-liturgical worship; worship
that has no structure or set pattern. Instead
Quakers might refer in their meetings to the
book of Advices and queries to prompt their
thinking and we were each given one of
these booklets. We also found out that
Quakers have a particular interest in the
environment and in human rights, and many
of the ‘Friends’ are actively involved in the
defence of the rights of both.
Afterwards, once we had got back to school,
we had a discussion about our
misconceptions and what we enjoyed about
the trip. We all enjoyed the liberal attitudes
of the Quakers and how they let anyone join
in. We also liked the four main concepts of
their religion which are Peace, Truth,
Equality and Simplicity. Overall, this was a
great trip and helped us gain a deeper
insight into Quakerism. We loved the trip
and this definitely helped us learn more
about the Quakers.
Muhammad Tahir, 10M and Louisa Wright,
10W

For many months, myself and Hannah, as
Library Ambassadors, have spent much time
organising and launching the Mystery Book
Club – an activity based club for year 7-9
students (unlike the traditional ‘sit-down
and read’ format of running a book club).
After several months of running sessions,
we have now established a regular and
ongoing club for students within school,
which we hope will continue!
Our most recent, and most popular sessions,
have followed a Christmas theme, with each
student receiving a present concealing a
‘mystery book’. The cliché to ‘not judge a
book by its cover’ was quite literally placed
into perspective! We have loved witnessing
the enthusiasm of so many students coming
together to share their interests, with one
student declaring she had discovered her
“favourite book ever!” and another stating
book club was the “highlight to the week”.
The smooth running of the Mystery Book
Club cannot be mentioned however, without
recognising year 11 students Niah
Goldsworthy, Keely Brown, Sriveda Movva,
and Lucinda Gaylor who regularly join myself
and Hannah to prepare for upcoming
sessions. Their efforts and enthusiasm to
help myself and Hannah at every opportunity
are clear to see and most certainly
appreciated!
Myself and Hannah would also like to thank
the school Librarian, Mrs. Cole, for
organising such extensive and exciting
events for students – from author visits and
the Carnegie Awards, to The History of
Magic exhibition, the opportunities for
students have no doubt been thoroughly
enjoyed!
Rebecca Porteous, 6W1, Library
Ambassador

At the start of this school year we started
our Year 7, 8 and 9 Book Club. Every
fortnight we meet and discuss our favourite
books and give recommendations, compete
in book themed quizzes or sometimes watch
book to film adaptations to compare and
discuss. We also introduced a mystery book
club, where we wrapped up lots of books in
newspaper, so that they couldn’t be judged
by their cover. They were then randomly
selected by the members, which gave the
students an opportunity to read something
that they perhaps wouldn’t, or something
that they would ordinarily walk straight past.
We also took time to discuss each of the
books that everyone read, and some
students even swapped books to read
something new.
Recently we created a book club tree. We
gave the members lots of different coloured
leaves to decorate, or write their favourite
books on, before arranging them on the
trunk. Some examples of the book
recommendations include:
“My favourite book series is the Harry Potter
book series”
“Private Peaceful. It was the first book where
I cried. “
“Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone. It
is extremely action packed”
“Noughts and Crosses my Malorie Blackman
is a fantastic book which touches on
controversial topics and is very captivating. I
would definitely recommend this.”
We hope that this tree will be useful to
people after new book recommendations, so
please feel free to take a look and find
something new to read that others love!
Book Club is run every other Wednesday
lunchtime (Week 2) in the library. Please feel
free to come along and join us!
Niah Goldsworthy, 11F and Keely Brown,
11C

Teenage Cancer Trust Talk
In early October Year 10 received an
extremely important talk from Michael
Willis, a spokesperson for the Teenage
Cancer Trust. Michael visits many schools
and institutes across the country to give
vital information about teenage cancer so
that we can use that knowledge to help raise
awareness within our young community. He
came in to talk to us about the signs,
treatments, causes and impacts that Cancer
has on young people, which was immensely
thought-provoking and eye-opening.
We learnt what types of cancer are more
common in teenagers than in adults, how to
check for the main signs of cancer and we

were also shown recent statistics regarding
survival rates. One of the many positive
aspects of the talk was that Michael kept the
atmosphere light, without taking away from
the importance of the topic; he gave us all
the information necessary but also ensured
that we enjoyed the talk. We are very
grateful that Michael was able to come in
and visit us, as not many schools are given
this amazing opportunity. Overall, the
morning was an informative yet enjoyable
experience from which we all took valuable
new information from.
Devon Russell, 10W

Year 7 Team Spirit Day
I felt like Team Spirit Day was amazing.
The Happy Puzzle Company was great. I
enjoyed all the puzzles, even if they were
frustrating. Eventually my whole team
were able to figure them out. The tasks
on the field were even harder, but really
fun. My favourite was probably Shepard
and Sheep. I feel like Team Spirit Day
helped me to be a bit more confident and
not worry about getting the wrong
answer. Overall Team Spirit Day gave me
a boast in risk taking and problem
solving. I loved Team Spirit Day and I
hope we get to do something like this in
the future. I hope more opportunities will
come to this school and this experience
has really taught me team work is key if
you want to succeed.
Sabrina Akhter, 7W
Team Spirit Day was a great day and I
really enjoyed it. Firstly we had puzzles
which I thought was really fun and my
team did most of them. My favourite
puzzle was definitely the hexagon puzzle
in which the pieces were different colours
and one colour wasn’t allowed to touch
the same one. Also quite fun was the
jigsaw where you made a border and then
a circle inside then spun around. The
puzzles all made you think a lot and it
was a great opportunity.
The second section for us was outdoor
activities and the tyre one was by far my
favourite because it made you think about
your moves and we gradually got better
working as a team.
Nathan Jha
I thoroughly enjoyed Team Spirit Day as it
provoked deep thought and problem
solving techniques. Half of the day was
spent littered across the field as we
performed more physical activities that
exercised our team skills. The second
half was spent putting more mental skills
into practice. We were split into eighteen
groups across the whole of Year 7. I
enjoyed every activity and I especially
enjoyed running around the field.
Anonymous

I thought Team Spirit Day was a great
opportunity for all Year 7s to come
together and help and support each other,
as well as have lots of fun! As the day
went on, everyone became closer and
more confident with each other. I learnt
that if you trust each other and work
together, nothing is impossible.
Eva Dolgosciolovaite, 7W
Team Spirit Day was a great experience as
we got to work on our teamwork skills
and we all got to make new friends for
the future.
At the beginning of Team Spirit Day we
were outside in our teams and our first
challenge was to get from one side of the
‘shark infested custard’. This challenge
was fairly difficult but we came up with a
plan of a ‘T’ shape with the planks some
were able to get across.
The last part of the day was problem
solving. These challenges were really fun.
One of them was where you had to make
a full circuit using all of the panels we
had. This was very hard but we managed
to push through it and we eventually
completed it.
Overall Team Spirit Day was a great
experience and a very fun and
collaborative day.
Ollie McGill, 7M
In September all Year 7s took part in
Team Spirit Day. We all had a great time
learning new skills and working as a
team. Not only did the experience
strengthen our team working skills but it
also grew our friendship and helped us
get to know each other a bit better. On
Team Spirit Day, we were taught how to
properly communicate with one another
to solve some tough challenges that were
given to us. We are very grateful for the
experience and can’t wait for upcoming
opportunities.
Vonzel Ceriales, 7S

Careers Fair
In September we welcomed over 1200 students and parents to
our first ever careers fair for all year groups.
The evening hosted 21 universities and colleges in the gym including Imperial College
London, Goldsmiths University, Birmingham University and Girton College, University of
Cambridge. The hall hosted over 25 local employers and businesses, apprenticeship
schemes, and public services. Students utilised the opportunity to gather information and
engage in conversations about course options, qualifications, career paths and work related
learning. Many exhibitors commented on the quality of our students’ questioning, inquisitive
nature and mature approach to their future learning, and referenced our event as one of the
best school events they had attended.
I would like to thank the careers ambassadors and sslt who supported this event. They were
excellent representatives for the school as well as the careers department prior to the event
and during the evening welcoming guests and answering questions.
Feedback from those who attended was extremely positive and we hope to run this event
biennially.
Miss Bahra, Teacher of Music/Careers

Duke of Edinburgh Award
Programme
Congratulations to all students who have completed their Duke of
Edinburgh awards over the last year.
What is the Duke of Edinburgh
programme?
The Duke of Edinburgh is a non-competitive
programme of activities for any student from
Year 9 upwards. Doing the DofE gives young
people the opportunity to experience new
activities or develop existing skills. There
are three progressive levels of programmes
which, when successfully completed, lead to
Bronze, Silver or Gold Award. Young people
create their own DofE programme by
choosing a volunteering, physical and skills
activity, going on an expedition and, for their
Gold only, taking part in a residential activity.
What are the benefits of taking part in the
DofE programme?
There are so many rewards for young people
who do DofE programmes and achieve an
Award. Its balanced programmes of activities
develop the whole person – mind, body and
soul, in an environment of social interaction
and team working. Participants will enjoy
unique experiences and rewards
Participation develops, among other things,
self-belief, confidence, a sense of identity,
independence of thought and action, a sense
of responsibility, an awareness of potential
and understanding of strengths and
weaknesses, new talents and abilities, new
relationships, learning from and giving to
others in the community, working as part of
a team and time management.
Furthermore, the skills and personal
attributes developed through participation

are recognised by employers, colleges and
universities.
DofE at Sir Henry Floyd Grammar School
We have had a very promising start this year
with over 100 students signing up to take
part in Bronze, Silver and Gold programmes
from Year 9 to Sixth Form. During our
Thursday lunchtime sessions, we have
looked at different sections of the DofE
including a presentation from “Energy
Envoys” an exciting volunteering
opportunity.
It is not too late to join the scheme. If you
are interested in taking part, please contact
me, Mrs Cole or our DofE student
ambassador, Isabelle Rowsell for more
information. The DofE notice board and the
school website also contain useful
information about the programme.
Alison Richards (School DofE manager)
Duke of Edinburgh School Ambassador
As DofE ambassador it is my job to help the
younger students with their awards, and
promoting it for the school. I spent a day in
Windsor on a training course, with other
young people also doing DofE, and learned
some of the necessary skills for the role,
such as public speaking. Personally, I have
completed bronze and silver and am
currently doing gold, so I know exactly how
to help from personal experience.
Isabelle Rowsell, 6M3

Students Switch Sir Henry
Floyd for Hogwarts
40 aspiring witches and wizards in years
7 and 8 attended a trip to the British
Library’s ‘A History of Magic’ exhibition.
Competition for the trip was tough, with
applications flooding in much like Harry’s
Hogwarts letters. However, 40 lucky
students were selected, and in mid
November, they jumped aboard Sir Henry
Floyd’s very own version of the Knight Bus
to venture to the British Library.
Fuelled by some Potter trivia, watching
Harry Potter and The Philosopher’s Stone on
board the bus, a spot of lunch and the
group headed into the British Library.
Grace Curcher described feeling dizzy with
excitement as she boarded the coach, and
she enjoyed the touches of magic
interspersing the day - once we arrived, we
were led by Mrs Cole and Mrs Chapman
(both with magic wands!) to the British
Library.
The exhibit itself was a magical combination
of Harry Potter paraphernalia, ancient texts
old enough to be in the Hogwarts library
itself, and inspirations for Rowling’s work.
We could quite happily have spent the
whole day wandering around inside the
exhibition! Despite this, Miss Gabriella Jeffs,
our work experience student, stated -I
thought the exhibition was great and it was
very interesting.

Students created their own fantastic beasts
in Care of Magical Creatures, mixed and
created their own potions, and read their
future in divination, all the while learning
about the fascinating texts, authors and
scientists that filtered into the Potter
Universe.
The exhibit seamlessly combined
information about the intriguing world of
witches and wizards with real-life inventors
and authors. It also showcased the J.K.
Rowing’s research and planning prior to
writing the books (including some quirky
pen drawings by the author, created before
the first book hit the shelves).
Texts on display included ‘The Ripley
Scroll’, with instructions for creating the
Philosopher’s Stone, old encyclopaedias
about magical animals, palmistry manuals,
herbalism reference books (with plenty of
information on mandrakes), and the most
expensive book ever sold. There were even
some displays –a ‘real’ mermaid (a hoax
made in Japan in the 1700s), the Bronze
Age Battersea Cauldron (found in the
Thames) and a celestial globe from 1693,
among many other fascinating items.
As the tour around the exhibit came to an
end, students and staff alike wished they
had a time turner to examine all of the
extracts and artefacts again.

STOP PRESS***

Library festive footnote – Mrs Cole has
just heard that SHFGS have been lucky
to receive a further spell of tickets for
2018 – watch out for owl post!

Miss Amanda Payne, SCITT Trainee
Teacher

Year 10 trip to Amaravati Monastery
In mid November, the year 10 Religious
Studies students visited Amaravati
monastery in Hemel Hempstead.
Amaravati is a Theravada Buddhist
monastery inhabited by approximately 40
Buddhist monks and nuns. The trip was
an interesting one and allowed us to gain
an insight into life at a Buddhist
monastery and deepen our
understanding of Buddhism while
learning about how the monks and nuns
worship. Many of us didn’t know much
about the life of Buddhist monks and
nuns or the way they worship and had
stereotypical ideas about monks and
nuns that weren’t necessarily correct so
the trip enabled all of our questions to be
answered and any knowledge gaps to be
filled.
The day began with the daily food offering
ceremony. Many of us were unaware of this
however Buddhist monks and nuns aren’t
allowed to be in possession of any money
and have to rely on food donations to feed
themselves. The ceremony began with a
blessing from the monks and nuns thanking
anyone who had donated something to
them. Many of us donated food such as
cereals and fruits to the monastery as a way
of thanking them for educating us about
their lifestyle. The monks and nuns were
then offered the food from visitors and then
able to collect their meal. This meal is a
particularly significant part of a monk or

nun’s day as it is their only big meal of the
day as they fast from midday until the next
morning, which many of us were also
unaware of.
Secondly, we were given a guided tour of
the monastery by one of the nuns, Sister
Brahamavara, who had been part of the
monastic community for almost 16 years.
The monastery itself was very peaceful and
consisted of many monumental statues that
represented the key ideas of their religion
such as enlightenment. Sister Brahamavara
also spoke about the significance of these
monuments and how they can be
interpreted in many different ways.
Finally, we were given the opportunity to
experience a meditation session, which is an
integral part of a monk or nun’s day. We
really enjoyed this experience as it allowed
us to be completely calm and reflective and
let us escape from some of life’s stresses
for a short time.
Overall, the trip to Amaravati was great and
allowed us to gain a deeper understanding
of Buddhism from the perspective of
someone who has given their life to this
religion. We really enjoyed the trip and it
definitely enabled us to learn more about
Buddhism.
Emily McGill, 10M

Mini Challenge
After a long year of testing, but
unfortunately no racing, there is some
fantastic news we wanted to share....Toby
Goodman has just been signed by Excelr8
to race in the Mini Challenge
championship next year!
http://www.minichallenge.co.uk/news/
We could not have done this without the
support from the school - it is an
extraordinary achievement for a 15yr old
and the race team are showing remarkable
commitment and faith in Toby, who has
worked incredibly hard to secure his place in
the team. There is one more big test day
coming up this year…so watch this space!
Mr Roberts, PE Teacher/Head of Years 10
and 11/Assistant Headteacher

Parents’ Society Update
Happy New Year to everyone
involved with the Floyd students, staff, parents and
supporters - we hope 2018
proves to be another
outstanding year!
We had a very busy autumn term and are
delighted to report that we raised over
£5500 for our school - a fantastic effort by
everyone who organised, supported and
attended our events - thank you once again
for your continued generosity. It really
makes a difference as we are able to use the
funds raised by the Parents’ Society for
items above and beyond the necessities
required of the ever tightening school
budget. This year we will not only be
supporting individual departments in their
requests for funding but also aim to make a
substantial contribution towards the
school’s £50,000 Annual Challenge
fundraising campaign, Investing in the
Future, to deliver improved IT facilities and
service the Lawrence Building funding cost.
The autumn term calendar of events kicked
off with the Year 7 Family Challenge which
was fantastically well attended by around
200 parents and students - we were at
absolute capacity and were very
disappointed to have to turn people away!
Whilst enjoying socialising with their new
friends the participants had a ‘Who Wants to
be a Millionaire’ style quiz, once again
chaired magnificently by Mr Bryant, whilst
Mr Box was the ‘Phone a Friend’ option.
After supper (provided by our very own
school caterers) everyone gamely took part
in the dance challenge, led by a brilliant
team of dancers from 11M2, who also acted
as the ‘Ask the Audience’ element of the
quiz. The event raised around £1200.
Our main fundraiser for the season was the
annual Christmas Fayre, on 18th November,
which kick-started the festivities in very

cheerful style. Once again the student stalls
contributed fantastically to the atmosphere
of the event as well as making a
considerable financial contribution. This year
we were able to take over the gym as well as
the hall and canteen to house those stalls
that required a bit more space like Beat the
Goalie and Whack-a-Rat. We traditionally
award the student stall that raises the most
money vouchers for free food at the canteen
and this year congratulations go to 8A’s
Reindeer Food stall which raised nearly £75!
8S and 10W raised over £50 each so deserve
a mention too. We also welcomed a selection
of external stallholders selling a variety of
crafts, gifts and seasonal goodies, and
enjoyed delicious pizzas cooked fresh to
order by Mozzarella Nation, plus delicious
Indian snacks provided once again by Mistry
Foods, Mrs Vickers’ ever popular homemade
mince pies and many other donated tasty
treats. Thank you to all who contributed,
giving their time, help, donations and
support - not least ferrying the students in
to run their stalls! Our grand total for the
day was over £2600, again up on last year.

shopping. With their added reminder tag on
your browser it really couldn’t be simpler.
Currently we are raising in the region of
£100/month but this could be vastly
increased by more people signing up please visit their website for more
information.

Just before Christmas we had the draw for
our Christmas Raffle. Many of the lovely
prizes were on display at the Christmas fayre
- we were really touched by the generosity
of our prize donors - thank you! By now all
our lucky winners should be in receipt of
their prizes. Once again thank you for your
generous support of the raffle. It is always a
major part of our fundraising programme
and this year made over £1740.

We continue to accept donations of Second
Hand School Uniform, particularly blazers,
which we aim to sell at school (usually
during Parents’ Consultation evenings), not
only raising more funds for the school but
also providing uniform at extremely good
value, and avoiding waste. Last year we
raised £150!

We have some new fund raising ideas that
we are hoping to roll out this year to help us
reach and exceed our goal of £10,000 raised
for our school - look out for information
circulated soon. We are exploring schemes
that only involve a small amount of effort
with maximum gain! Hopefully your online
Christmas shopping via The Giving Machine
has helped us towards our fundraising goal
- it really is a no-brainer - you shop, we
earn, no cost to anybody! If you are not
signed up yet do please register Sir Henry
Floyd Grammar School Parents’ Society as
your recipient on their website and continue

Our first event of the Spring Term is the
Quiz Night, a fun family event with supper
and bar which is provisionally booked for
Friday 16th March. Look out for an email
about this event soon so you can get your
team together and book a table - this has
always been a great social evening and very
popular so get the date in your diary now!
We are always on the lookout for people who
are able to offer Matched Giving via their
workplace. It can be an amazingly simple
way of effectively doubling our money - an
employee takes part in a fundraising event
and the company match what is raised easy! Do please check if it is something
offered by your employer - we recently
raised over £400 by this method.

There will also be the Midsummer Raffle and
Year 7 and 8 disco to look forward to in
June; we appreciate your donations and
support.
We look forward to welcoming any
newcomers at our upcoming meetings Mondays at 7.30pm in the school library on
15th January and 5th March. If you can help
in any way or would be interested in joining
our committee, please contact us via email:
parentssociety@sirhenryfloyd.co.uk or
through the school reception on 01296
424781.
Mrs Louis, Chair of Parents’ Society
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World Challenge
training expedition
Snowdonia national Park October 2017
A requirement for all students heading
off on expedition next July to Southern
Africa is to complete a three day training
expedition. This year the weather was
extremely challenging – the wettest
weekend we have had for some years! It
is to everyone’s credit that they kept up
their spirits, proved their fitness and
showed that they now have the outdoor
skills for wild camping and mountain
trekking.
Team 1 “The whole experience was an
important bonding exercise that
educated us all about essential skills
needed to accomplish our trip. It was a
great opportunity to learn how to work as
a team under pressure, especially when
preparing meals in the dark.”
Team 2 “The weather was miserable but
our generous supply of biscuits kept us
going. Our ascent of Snowdon made for a
truly challenging day, but we got through
it with a few out-of-tune songs and a lot
of laughs. The task of cooking spaghetti
Bolognese (just like mama used to make)
on a Trangia in the pouring rain forced us
all to work together and truly establish
ourselves as a team.
Team 3 “By the time we scaled the
mountain we had all achieved something,
in particular helping each other out

AVDC Incgen 5
Star Business
Awards Dinner
Following on from their participation in the
Aylesbury Vale District Council Apprentice
Challenge at the end of the summer term a
group of Year 13 students were invited to
attend a black tie dinner on 15th November
at The Oculus in Aylesbury where the
winning team was presented with a cup.
Their successful business concept was
ValEvents, a one-stop website to aid
individuals and companies in the planning of
big and small local events.
Kathryn Chapman, Assistant Head of
Sixth Form

during 1 panic attack, 3 slips, 1 trip, 2
stubbed toes, 1 sore knee and 4 sneezing
fits. By the time we returned to the
campsite all were hungry, sleepy but in
surprisingly good spirits. With the
screeches of a tawny owl in the night and
the rain (the relentless rain) our nights in
our tents were none the less cosy and
warm. Each morning we woke, cooked
and prepared for the day building our
team. We learnt a lot about the
importance of hygiene, food, money,
security and the fun of group shelters.
Our weekend was well worth it and got
our spirits up for our real trip. We can’t
wait!”
Mrs Williams, Assistant Headteacher

Oxbridge Progress
Congratulations to the following Year
13 students who were selected for
interview by Oxford (World No. 1*) or
Cambridge (World No. 4*) universities:
Maddy Begg (Law), Anson Chan
(Natural Sciences), Liam Gesoff and
Madeleine Glover (Music), Mark
Hepworth (Mathematics), Anya
Keeping and Alex Marsh (PPE), Callum
Mackie (Human, Social & Political
Sciences), Maddy Matthews
(Archaeology & Anthropology), Robert
Nettleton (English) and Chris Wells
(Engineering).
Being called for interview means that the
universities consider these students
capable of studying at their prestigious
institution and is a huge accolade in
itself. To get to this stage these students
had already jumped through the hurdles

of achieving excellent GCSE results and
writing a top quality personal statement.
Many also sat specialist admissions tests
in November.
A mention should also be made of
Thomas Hale who was called for
interview by the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (World No. 5*). No, he
didn’t have to travel to the USA – he was
interviewed by a UK-based alumnus.
At the time of publication they will be
hearing if they have achieved the next
step of receiving an offer. Good luck to
all!
*Times Higher Education World Rankings 2017

Kathryn Chapman, Assistant Head of
Sixth Form

EDT Headstart
Over the summer holiday, I attended an EDT Headstart course
on general engineering at the University of Glasgow. It was a four
day intensive with a mix of learning about the different forms of
engineering, fun activities, whilst also giving me an insight into
university life.
The experience was amazing as I met some
great people, but was also very informative
and entertaining. It was informative and very
useful to me as I knew that I wanted to do
some form of engineering, and on the
course we experienced and learnt about
many types, including mechanical, electrical,
biomedical, civil and others. This was helpful
for me in deciding which area of engineering
I would like to pursue.
I found out about the course through my
brother who attended a summer school on
food science and nutrition. This helped him
decide on a subject to study. To apply I
researched which universities offered them
and what courses they offer them on, and
then had to write a short personal
statement, which was great as it was good
practice for my UCAS application I would
have to write this year. I then sent it off and

waited to hear back in March. The
programme is open for applications now and
ends at the end of January.
Doing a course like this also looks amazing
on your UCAS application, as it shows you
taking an initiative in your subject choice,
and also that you have a desire to learn
about that subject. The courses are available
for a broad variety of subjects and at a wide
variety of universities.
During my time there I also learnt new skills.
For example I had never done any electrical
work or programming before, and it gave
me a taste of what it is like and what I would
have to do if I wished to study it. This also
highlighted to me that this was not the
branch of engineering for me. We also
visited the huge Whitelee wind farm which
was extremely interesting, and learnt about

Stayawakeathon 2017
The 2017 Stayawakeathon was held to
fundraise for the 2018 World Challenge
trip to Southern Africa. From 7pm to 7am
one hundred and eighty three students,
along with the Southern Africa World
Challenge team and volunteering
members of staff, had a fun packed night
with no sleep included!
The year 7 and 8 attendees competed in
sports competitions, sumo suit wrestles,
games consoles, board games, a dance off,
a fashion show and a talent contest; all of
which were fuelled by the tuck shop that ran
all night. For the students who hadn’t
consumed as much sugar, there was a
cinema to relax and watch films in and

areas in the hall to sit down and talk.
The students who attended thought “it was
an awesome night” and “the best night ever”
but since then, their “sleeping patterns have
changed!”
Although by the morning we were all
exhausted, it was a great fundraiser and it
was an enjoyable night for everyone who
attended. Thank you to all the teachers that
volunteered and to all the year 7s and 8s
that went.
Izzy McMullan, 6H2

the engineering behind the second largest
wind farm in Europe. This was great as an
example of showing engineering in the real
world and how impressive it really is.
The course wasn’t all work however; we also
did fun team building exercises and events
that brought us closer together, including
laser tag and a quiz night for example.
Overall this was an amazing experience for
me. Not only am I now certain which type of
engineering I wish to pursue and that suits
my skills and interests, but it will also help
me get to the universities of my choice,
which are Loughborough or Nottingham to
study Product Design Engineering.
Dominic Elves, 6A1

World Challengers
take to the island of Borneo
Whilst most at SHFGS spent their final week of school preparing for a long summer break, July marked the start of a
month-long expedition for over 40 World Challengers to the island of Borneo in Asia’s Malay Archipelago
Whilst most at SHFGS spent their final week
of school preparing for a long summer
break, July marked the start of a month-long
expedition for over 40 World Challengers to
the island of Borneo in Asia’s Malay
Archipelago.
On arrival in Kota Kinabalu, we were faced
with our first task of organizing taxis to take
us to our accommodation for the night as
well as procuring working sim cards so that
we had a means of contact whilst in country.
Each challenger was now faced with their
own responsibility to ensure the welfare of
their team. Borneo backpackers was our
accommodation for the first night in country:
a small hostel in the heart of KK, its roof
provided an expansive view on to our first
taste of our home for the next month - a
sprawling web of shopping centres, street
vendors and dusty advertisements looked
out onto the South China Sea. The western
influence in Kota was striking: familiar chains
such as KFC ever prominent alongside the
more traditional fish markets and street
stalls. The novelty of a new culture made
menial tasks such as food shopping all the
more exciting, and yet this was just a
glimpse of the immersive experiences we
would encounter.

Team 1

Team 2

Team 3

If anything was true of our stay in Borneo,
it’s that there was certainly never a dull
moment and from the outset, team 2 began
an arduous trek in the luscious green hills of
the Crocker Range. Ramshackle bridges over
gushing rivers and streams, together with
grueling uphill climbs in the baking heat of
the equatorial sun, epitomised these
ventures into the wilds of Borneo. A
combination of dripping sweat, countless
insects and often precarious nights in
hammocks, made for a challenging but
rewarding phase of the expedition. These
initial treks prepared us well for the daunting
task of travelling by longboat to Gunung
Mulu National Park down the Baram river.
Heavily laden with challengers and
rucksacks, the teams were guided down the
river, often being called upon to get out and
push due to the low water levels. This
exhausting task of jumping in and out of
boats was followed by a long 11.4 km march
along the Head Hunters’ Trail through thick
jungle to Camp 5 - a humble but welcome
shelter.

dominates Borneo - one of the highest
mountains in South-East Asia. For each team
that reached the mountain’s base camp, the
climb seemed daunting to say the least - our
goal no more than a jagged ridge, reaching
beyond the soaring clouds. With ever
thinning air and temperatures dropping
below freezing near the summit, it was no
surprise that the challenge proved too great
for some. All challengers made it to Laban
Rata, a rest house some 3,270m up and
tantalisingly close to summit - Lowe’s peak.
A whole day of climbing had been draining,
but in order to ascend to the summit in time
for sunrise, challengers who had chosen to
continue slept until 2am before heading out
into the inky blackness of the mountainside.
An eerie 4 hour climb lit only by faint
torchlight was all that stood between each
team and the summit. Those who managed
to clamber on to the highest rock were
greeted with awe inspiring views of rolling
jungles and a glittering sea in the early
morning. For one lucky challenger, an 18th
birthday was spent gazing out over the
clouds, elated at having conquered such a
climb.
Mount Kinabalu was an unforgettable
experience, but as many challengers will
agree, some of the most rewarding and
memorable times we all share from Borneo
are from the people we met there. Guides,
shopkeepers and local farmers all provided
us with valuable insight into Bornean culture
but it was the genuine kindness and
enthusiasm of our hosts on project that
quickly became heartfelt friendships. Team 1
began their project first, carrying out cement
work on pathways and teaching English in
the school of SK Batu Bungan in Mulu. Teams
2 and 3 both enjoyed week-long stays in the
remote longhouse community of Long Atip
securing the foundations of the local church
with concrete, painting fences and also
teaching in the village school which boasted
just 12 pupils. It was not long before the
challengers established jovial relationships
with local children and residents alike who
were appreciative of our small contribution.

Time in country was also spent white water
rafting, zip wiring across rivers and taking
on an aerial assault course, as well as
indulging in local cuisine and immersing
ourselves in the spectacular sights of
snorkeling off the coast of Kota Kinabalu.
Orangutans and sun bears in the province of
Sarawak, together with the 3 million strong
bat exodus in the Mulu Deer Cave were
marvelous sights to behold and many a
challenger’s favourite experience, however
for many the best was yet to come.

My time in Borneo has been one of immense
pleasure, thanks in no small part, to the
camaraderie and perseverance of my fellow
challengers. Travelling with a large group of
close friends and relying on each other to
accomplish necessary day to day tasks is a
truly unique experience, and one which has
helped to nurture true friendships, even in
the face of blisters, bruises (food poisoning)
and all the other discomforts of being so far
from home. This opportunity was one which
I and many other challengers were
overwhelmingly grateful for, and one which
is not oversold at the Floyd by any means.
All of us from World Challenge Borneo 2017
would like to wish future challengers the
best of luck in their upcoming
expeditions...”it’s a jungle out there”.

At 4095.2 metres high, Mount Kinabalu

Douglas Lloyd, 6W3

Where are they now?
Rachel Williams - 2004 Leaver

UN Experience
This year we have a large number of
very enthusiastic students all
interested in a medical career. The
newly created Medics Society invited in
an ex-Floydian, Rachel Williams to give
a lunchtime talk about her career since
leaving the school in 2004.
Rachel is currently based in the
Netherlands working as a medical
education associate for Stryker, a medical
technology company. Her job involves
organising training opportunities, using
Stryker products, for surgeons across
Europe. In her role she also has the
opportunity to witness live surgeries,
recently observing the surgery of a
cancer patient who had needed a skin
graft from his arm in order to replace his
tongue. This was a very interesting story
to hear, especially for the aspiring medics
and surgeons in the room.
During her presentation, Rachel spoke to
us about how she had left Sir Henry Floyd
with three rather ordinary A-levels in
Biology, Philosophy and Ethics and
Psychology. She had applied to
Southampton University to study a BSc in
Audiology after visiting a small lecture

during an open day and (successfully)
had to persuade them to take her on
results day when she missed her offer!
She also told us how she had also
persevered and overcame an initial
rejection from her Health Sciences MSc at
Amsterdam University by persistently
calling them – again she secured a place,
this time within 4 days of the course
starting. This was an important and
inspiring lesson for her to teach to us as
we learnt that we should not give up and
take ‘no’ for an answer if we have the
drive and passion to achieve. Once the
main presentation was over we were able
to ask questions and those willing were
shown a video of surgery being
performed on cadavers.
Rachel’s visit had widened our
perspective of careers in healthcare. She
had also inspired and encouraged us to
be resilient when reaching for our goals,
as she had set the tone of success being
achievable by self-drive and
determination rather than having your
capabilities decided by others.
Article - Sarah Fergusson, 6H1
Photos - Akilash Sureshkumar, 6S2

Youth in Aviation Showcase at
the House of Lords
In November Henry Davies, Isabelle
Rowsell, Mrs Williams and I headed to
Westminster to attend a Youth in
Aviation event as guests of the
Institute of Mechanical Engineers. We
had been invited after Henry spent a
week on a work experience placement
with IMechE last July and Isabelle and I
were chosen to accompany him as we
are also hoping to study mechanical
engineering at university.
The Youth in Aviation event is held
annually at the House of Lords by Air
League council member Baroness Garden
of Frognal. The event is attended by
various companies and organisations
that have an interest or involvement in
the aviation industry. Boeing, the RAF
and the UK Gliding association were all in
attendance this year as well as peers and
MPs.

This year’s aim was to highlight diversity
in aviation; organisations promoted their
work that was helping to increase
diversity proficiency. Five speeches were
made from inspiring individuals that had
directly benefited from schemes like
scholarships that helped to make the
often expensive pastime of flying/gliding
more affordable and accessible.
It was an insightful experience and I am
now more aware of the issues currently
facing those in the aviation business,
such as those concerning the
repurposing of take-off/landing tracks as
well as new laws imposing high tax on
non-commercial flights. I was inspired by
the speakers and how they had overcome
difficulties in their lives to pursue their
passion in aviation.
Rosa Spence, 6C2

In October half term, I was very grateful
to get a placement for work experience at
the United Nations in Geneva. Having
never been abroad – or flown for that
matter! – I was extremely excited and
nervous for what was to come.
As a student who aspires to learn
International Relations at university I was
excited to learn the essential concepts that
underlie the process of action in order to
create an impact. I attended many seminars
and talks from professional senior officers of
organisations such as UNICEF, UNAIDS and
UNHCR (UN High Commissioner for
Refugees). A key factor I learnt is that being
able to mandate and coordinate action for
worldwide protection is in itself a mass
effort and the extent to which this is relied
upon is great, which proves just how vital
every aspect of the task is. I developed
knowledge of existing difficulties within the
area of international affairs, for example
getting access to remote areas or war zone
areas. Overall, the main message I came
away with is that in order to address
multiple and large scale affairs, and take
action, communicating with the right people
is key to performing a successful operation.
This was only a small fraction of what I
learnt on the trip.
Personally, this work experience served as
the best opportunity for me as it really
opened my eyes to the opportunities
available out there for anyone who wants to
go into this field. Speaking to directors of
agencies and experiencing the work of the
United Nations has really consolidated my
decision to enter the field of international
affairs.
Priya Sian, 6A1

Dates for your Diary
Sir Henry Floyd Grammar School | www.sirhenryfloyd.bucks.sch.uk

January 2018

March 2018

Wednesday 24th

Year 9 Parents Consultation Evening from 5.00pm

Monday 5th

Parents Society Meeting at 7.30pm

Friday 26th

GCSE Art trip to London galleries

Thursday 8th

Open Morning at 9.45am

Friday 26th – Friday 2nd February

Year 12 Spring Trial Examinations

Saturday 10th – Sunday 11th

DofE Siver – Training Expedition

Friday 30th

Year 8 Girls HPV Vaccinations

Wednesday 14th

Year 10 History trip to Berlin

Thursday 15th

Year 13 A Level Music Performance Recital Evening

Friday 16th

Parents Society Quiz Night at 7.00pm

Friday 23rd

World Challenge Nepal 2019 Themed Evening

Saturday 24th – Sunday 25th

DofE Bronze Programme 2 – Training Expedition

Tuesday 27th

Year 12 Early Applicants trip to Oxbridge Conference

Wednesday 28th

Year 7 Parents Consultation Evening

Friday 30th – Friday 13th April

EASTER HOLIDAY

February 2018
Thursday 1st

Year 9, Year 10 & Year11: Intermediate Mathematical
Challenge

Friday 2nd

Band Night from 7.00pm until 10.00pm

Monday 5th

Year 12 - UCAS Parents and Students Information Evening

Tuesday 6th

Open Morning at 9.45am

Wednesday 7th

Year 9 vaccinations (DTP & ACWY)

Thursday 8th

GCSE & Extra Curricular Dance Showcase

Friday 9th

Senior Ski Trip to Austria

Monday 12th – Friday 16th

HALF TERM

Monday 26th February – 7th March

Year 13 A Level Trial Examinations
Year 11 GCSE Final Trial Examinations

Wednesday 28th

Harry Potter A History of Magic trip to the British Library

April 2018
Monday 16th

Inset – School closed to students

Thursday 19th

Open Morning at 9.45am

Monday 23rd

Parents Society Meeting at 7.30pm

Thursday 26th

Year 10 Parents Consultation Evening from 5.00pm

Thursday 26th

Year 7 & Year 8: Junior Mathematical Challenge
World Challenge Borneo 2017 Parents Update at 6.00pm

Saturday 28th

Rock Challenge-Southern Premier Final

Saturday 28th – Sunday 29th

DofE Bronze Programme 1 - Practice Expedition

Dates are liable to change. Please see the school website for up
to date information www.sirhenryfloyd.bucks.sch.uk
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The JoAnn Latus School of Dance offers a range of
different dance classes for children aged 3 years and
upwards.
We teach a variety of styles of dance: Ballet, Tap, Modern,
Jazz and also a free style street dance class.

T: 07800 518 654 E: info@jolatusdance.co.uk

www.jolatusdance.co.uk

Find Us on Facebook: facebook.com/JoLatusDance
Our Locations: Weston Turville · Stoke Mandeville · Aston Clinton · Eaton Bray
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